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Abstract text: Disease mongering is sometimes described as a worrisome manifestation of the progressive medicalization of life. What is more, it undermines confidence in the objectivity and beneficence of contemporary medicine and science. Is the promotion of restless legs syndrome in Poland an example of disease mongering?

The objective of disease mongering is to increase the sale of a specific drug by promoting or even inventing new diseases. Numerous techniques can be used to achieve that goal: such as DTC (direct-to-consumer) mass advertising in case of over-the-counter drugs or social campaigns and sponsored articles in medical journals in case of reimbursed drugs. There is a lot of ways to make the public opinion believe that a certain disease is serious and widespread.

During the presentation the current state of ethical debate on disease mongering will be summarized. Theoretical and normative considerations will be based on the analysis of a case study - actual advertising campaigns of restless legs syndrome in Polish media.

There is a number of challenging questions on that matter. Is restless legs syndrome a disease? Who, why and how has been selling medicines for that indisposition? Finally, why should bioethicists care about it? The goal of the presentation is to try to answer for all of those questions.
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